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COX BUSINESS SMART COMMUNITIES

Creating and sustaining safe public parks 

are a vital resource for municipalities in 

both attracting new families to the area and 

retaining them long term. The public safety 

of parks and recreational areas has a direct 

influence on community satisfaction levels. 

Many cities are implementing Smart Park 

solutions with technology that provides 

24/7 video monitoring of the premises, 

automatically logging incidents and capturing 

data in real-time that will enable the right 

responses by the city.  

Smart Park Solutions Benefits:

Provides a clear view of activities 24/7 across 
the park system via smart devices

Enables live monitoring by city officials and 
faster response times to incidents

Enhances public safety and security, which in 
turn increases usage and satisfaction

Smart Park solutions from Cox Business help 
strengthen the kind of neighborhood parks 
that cities want to continue to invest in while 
also providing residents a safer and much more 
enjoyable recreational experience.

Smart Park Design

Cox Business offers a turnkey solution including permitting, 
construction, hardware, software, connectivity and support 
allowing us greater control over cost, timelines and supportability.

High-Definition 360° view cameras with radar sensors 
mounted on poles at strategic locations in and around 
the park are motion activated and automatically zoom 
in and log activities of interest.

Live video captures are delivered to a centralized 
facility location within the park using a localized 
CBRS core radio infrastructure model.

Raw data is captured on the Cox Business Smart 
Community Platform where insights are generated, 
driving actionable results for the city. 

Cox Business provides end-to-end support for the 
Smart Park project to ensure that there is a mature 
service assurance model in place for resolving of all 
technical issues.
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